Introduction {#s1}
============

Transcription activator-like (TAL) effectors (reviewed in [@B1]) are a class of DNA binding transcription factors injected into host cells by members of the plant pathogenic bacterial genus *Xanthomonas* for targeted activation of specific host genes during infection. They are also important tools for biological engineering and genome editing because they can be readily engineered to bind specifically to almost any DNA sequence of interest. TAL effector binding site specificity is determined by a central repeat region (CRR) composed of a variable number of tandem repeats each typically 33-34 amino acids in length. The repeats are nearly identical, with repeat-to-repeat variation occurring primarily at amino acids 12 and 13 (termed the repeat-variable diresidue or RVD). The sequence of RVDs corresponds one-to-one with the sequence of bases on one strand of the target DNA, with the second residue of each RVD specifying a particular base through specific contacts or steric preclusion of alternate bases \[[@B2]-[@B5]\]. The bases of the DNA target that are encoded by the RVDs are known as the effector binding element, or EBE. Discovery of the TAL effector-DNA binding code has enabled the identification of candidate EBEs for specific TAL effectors, which facilitates the identification of TAL effector-targeted plant genes that play important roles in diseases caused by *Xanthomonas* *spp*. And the repeat-encoded targeting mechanism has proven to be modular, with no qualitative neighbor or context effects on specificity, making it possible to generate custom TAL effectors with desired specificities by assembling a CRR with an RVD sequence that corresponds to the intended target site (e.g. [@B6]).

Custom TAL effectors as transcription factors have been used to activate transcription of specific genes in plant and animal cells, using either the native TAL effector activation domain or replacing it with the VP16 activation domain from herpes simplex virus or its tetrameric derivative VP64 \[[@B7]-[@B10]\]. Targeted gene repression using custom TAL effectors has also been demonstrated, either by simply removing the activation domain or replacing it with a repressor domain \[[@B11]-[@B13]\]. TAL effectors fused to the catalytic domain of the endonuclease *Fok*I have been used extensively for genome editing. These TAL effector-nucleases (TALENs) \[[@B14]\], which function as paired monomers facing one another on opposite strands of the DNA, create double strand breaks (DSBs) precisely targeted to a short spacer between the two TAL effector binding sites \[[@B7],[@B14]-[@B16]\]. In eukaryotic cells, such DSBs are subsequently repaired by either non-homologous end joining (NHEJ), which often creates short indels and can be used for targeted gene knockouts, or by homology directed repair (HDR), which can be used to make specific sequence changes or insert new DNA \[[@B17]-[@B19]\]. TALEN-mediated NHEJ and HDR have been demonstrated in a wide variety of cell types and organisms (reviewed in [@B1],[@B20]).

Despite the broad utility of custom TAL effectors, however, TAL effector targeting appears to be constrained by a general requirement for the EBE to be directly preceded (5') by a thymine (T). The T at this "0^th^" position (T~0~) is found in all but one of the known TAL effector binding sites in nature \[[@B2],[@B3]\], and in the few studied cases, replacing it with another base has been shown to dramatically reduce or eliminate TAL effector-driven gene activation as well as DNA binding \[[@B3],[@B21],[@B22]\]. The single known natural TAL effector EBE without a T at base 0, in the promoter of the rice gene *OsSWEET14* and targeted by TalC of *X. oryzae*, has a cytosine instead, and although the effect of substituting a T has not been tested directly, a perfect match EBE for TalC, with a T at base 0 and corrected mismatches at two other locations indeed showed higher activity \[[@B23]\]. Similarly, functional TALENs targeting sites with nucleotides other than T at position 0 have been reported, but their activity was not compared to equivalent targets with a T \[[@B7],[@B24],[@B25]\]. Due to the apparent requirement of the 0^th^ position T for maximal TAL effector activity and binding, target sites for custom TAL effectors and TALENs have typically been selected with this constraint.

An explanation for the requirement for the 0^th^ position T was suggested by the crystal structure of *X. oryzae* TAL effector PthXo1 bound to its DNA target. This structure included two previously unrecognized cryptic repeats (designated the 0^th^ and -1^st^ repeats) located immediately N-terminal to the CRR that are similar in structure but dissimilar in sequence to the canonical repeats that encode the EBE. A tryptophan located in the -1^st^ repeat (W232), was revealed to be in close proximity to T~0~ and to form energetically favorable, base-specific van der Waals contacts with the methyl group of the base \[[@B4]\]. Although no other well-ordered, high resolution structures for the -1^st^ repeat region of a TAL effector bound to its DNA target have been reported, the role of W232 in specifying the 0^th^ position T is further supported by the structure of artificial TAL effector dHAX3 bound to a DNA-RNA hybrid \[[@B5]\], and by the unbound structure of artificial TAL effector dTALE2 \[[@B26]\], both of which show virtually no structural deviation from PthXo1 in the vicinity of W232 ([Figure 1](#pone-0082120-g001){ref-type="fig"}). Additionally, W232 and its surrounding residues are highly conserved in *Xanthomonas* TAL effector sequences, consistent with W232 playing an important role in TAL effector-DNA binding by encoding the conserved T at base 0 of natural EBEs. Truncation studies found that the portion of the TAL effector comprising repeats -1 and 0 is necessary for activity of both TAL effectors and TALENs \[[@B8],[@B14],[@B27]\], suggesting that these cryptic repeats are critical for TAL effector-DNA binding and further substantiating the hypothesis that specific engagement of T~0~ by W232 is important.

![Alignment of N-terminal portions of multiple TAL effector crystal structures shows a conserved conformation for W232 consistent with an important interaction with the 0^th^ position T.\
The N terminus of TAL effector PthXo1 bound to its DNA target (PDB structure 3UGM) \[[@B4]\] is shown in blue, the N terminus of unbound artificial TAL effector dTALE2 (PDB structure 4HPZ) \[[@B26]\] in red, and the N terminus of artificial TAL effector dHAX3 bound to a DNA-RNA hybrid (PDB structure 4GG4) \[[@B5]\] in brown. DNA is from structure 3UGM. Side chains are shown for W232 as well as arginines at positions 236 and 266, which make non-specific contacts to the nucleic acid backbone. T~0~, the 0^th^ position thymine. G~-1~, a guanine 5' of T~0~.](pone.0082120.g001){#pone-0082120-g001}

Here we report on a series of experiments to test directly whether the requirement for the 0^th^ position T depends on W232, and whether modifications of this position could enhance TAL effector-DNA targeting capacity by relaxing this requirement. Because the importance of the cryptic repeats in the N terminus prevents simply removing this portion of the protein to create TAL effectors (or TALENs) that have no requirement for T at the 0^th^ position, we sought to identify single amino acid substitutions for W232 that would relax or alter specificity for that base while retaining activity similar to wild type. For additional insight into base 0 specificity, we also examined the behavior of a chimeric protein consisting of a TAL effector CRR and C-terminus joined to the N-terminus of a *Ralstonia* TAL-like effector (RTL). RTLs, from the soil-borne, plant pathogenic bacterium *Ralstonia solanacearum*, are homologous with and functionally similar to TAL effectors, able to activate gene transcription and possessing CRRs composed of 35 amino acid repeats that, though divergent in overall sequence from TAL effector repeats \[[@B28],[@B29]\], similarly mediate specific DNA recognition through RVDs \[[@B30]\]. Despite these marked similarities to TAL effectors, however, RTLs show sequence divergence throughout, and prefer targets with G at position 0 \[[@B30]\]. Our study reveals that W232 indeed specifies T~0~, but that effects of substitutions for W232 on base 0 specificity are influenced in a complex way by the composition of the central repeats, the N-terminal context, and whether TAL effector or TALEN activity or DNA binding is measured. We conclude that development of TAL effectors and TAL effector-based proteins with relaxed or altered specificities for enhanced targeting capacity will require larger scale engineering of the cryptic repeats, informed by a better understanding of intramolecular influences of the CRR and potentially other regions.

Materials and Methods {#s2}
=====================

Construction of TAL effector W232 substitution variants {#s2.1}
-------------------------------------------------------

To generate PthXo1 TAL effector variants for *Agrobacterium*-mediated GUS reporter assays of activity, first the *Sph*I fragment containing the repeat region of the gene encoding TAL effector PthXo1 (clone obtained from B. Yang, Iowa State University) was ligated into the *Sph*I site of plasmid pCS466. pCS466 is a Gateway entry plasmid containing the *X. oryzae* pv. oryzicola *tal1c* gene, missing the *Sph*I fragment that contains its CRR \[[@B31]\]. The resulting plasmid, pAH103, therefore encodes a full length TAL effector with the PthXo1 CRR. To make single amino acid substitutions for W232, the region of pAH103 surrounding W232 was amplified via PCR using forward primer P885 (5\'-GCGTCGGCAAACAGGCGTCCGGCGCACGC-3\') crossing a *Not*I site, and mutagenic reverse primers crossing a *Stu*I site and each introducing a substitution at the codon for W232 and a silent *Xho*I site to facilitate screening (5'-CGTGAGCAAGGCCTCCAGGGCTCGAGCGCCGGANNNCTGTTTGCCG-3'; Ns represent the codon at position 232, detailed in [Table S1](#pone.0082120.s007){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). PCR products carrying the W232 substitutions were digested with *Not*I and *Stu*I and swapped back into the pAH103 backbone between those sites.

To generate TAL868 variants, a TALEN construct containing the TAL868 repeat sequence ([Figure 2B](#pone-0082120-g002){ref-type="fig"}) that was constructed using our Golden Gate method \[[@B32]\] was digested with restriction enzymes *Stu*I and *Aat*II to release a 1.7 kb fragment containing the repeat region. This fragment was then used to replace the PthXo1 CRR in pAH103 W232 substitution variants cut with the same enzymes. For *Agrobacterium*-mediated transient expression, the PthXo1 and TAL868 constructs were moved into the binary vector pGWB5 \[[@B33]\] using Gateway LR Clonase II (Life Technologies) according to manufacturer instructions.

![Activity of TAL effectors with selected single amino acid substitutions for W232 on targets with A, C, G, or T at the 0^th^ position.\
A. Schematic of a TAL effector with the -1^st^ and 0^th^ repeats and the central repeat region (CRR) labeled. The amino acid sequence of the -1^st^ repeat is shown below; W232 is shown in bold. B. Effects of PthXo1 W232 substitution and target combinations (treatment) on activity. Shown at top are the PthXo1 RVD and EBE sequences. X marks the 0^th^ position. Activity was measured in an *Agrobacterium*-mediated transient expression assay in *Nicotiana benthamiana* leaves, using a GUS reporter gene cloned downstream of a minimal promoter (see Materials and Methods) containing a PthXo1 EBE with the 0^th^ position thymine (EBE_PthXo1-T), or variants with adenine, cytosine, or guanine as base 0 (EBE_PthXo1-A, EBE_PthXo1-C, and EBE_PthXo1-G, and respectively). Treatment effects were estimated using a mixed linear model to account for variation due to experiment and replicate effects (see Materials and Methods). Effects were computed relative to the negative control EBE_PthXo1-T with no TAL effector and normalized to the effect of wild-type PthXo1 (W232) on EBE_PthXo1-T. Bars indicate one standard deviation. C. Effects of TAL868 W232 substitution and target combinations on activity, as in B. Shown at top are the TAL868 RVD and EBE sequences. X marks the 0^th^ position.](pone.0082120.g002){#pone-0082120-g002}

Construction of chimeric TAL effector RTL-PthXo1 {#s2.2}
------------------------------------------------

DNA encoding a *Ralstonia* TAL-like effector N-terminal sequence was PCR-amplified with Phusion DNA polymerase (Thermo Fisher Scientific) from *R. solanacearum* GMI1000 genomic DNA (gift of D. Gross, University of Georgia) with forward primer P1178 (5'-TTGCATGTAAATAGGAGGTGCACCATGAGAATAGGCAAATCAAG-3'), which added sequence upstream of the start codon to match that of the *Xanthomonas* TAL effector expression constructs, and P1179 (5'-GAGACTCGTCTCGGCACGCGTGAGCTTCC-3'), which added a downstream *Esp*3I restriction site for cloning. This amplicon was tailed with 3' adenine at each end using Taq Polymerase (Thermo Fisher Scientific) and cloned into the pCR8/GW/TOPO TA vector (Life Technologies). The cloned sequence was then released with *Esp*3I and *Eco*RV and substituted for the *Ban*I-*Eco*RV fragment of pAH103 to produce a full-length, Gateway-ready *Ralstonia*-*Xanthomonas* chimeric TAL effector construct in the Gateway entry vector, designated pAH410. Amino acid substitution variants of the chimeric effector construct were generated similarly to those for PthXo1 by PCR-amplifying a portion of the *Ralstonia* sequence using forward primer P1178 and a different mutagenic primer for each of five different amino acid substitutions at R298 (5'- CGGGTAGCAGCGCTTGCAGCGCCAGGTCACCCGANNNCTGC-3', where Ns represent the codon for the amino acid at 298; full list in [Table S2](#pone.0082120.s008){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). PCR amplifications were done using Phusion DNA polymerase (New England Biolabs, Inc.). Each amplicon was digested with *Afe*I and *Bsa*I and swapped back in between those sites in pAH410. The chimeric effector and amino acid substitution variants were transferred to the binary expression vector pGWB5 \[[@B33]\] via the Gateway LR II Clonase enzyme kit (Life Technologies) for use in GUS assays.

GUS assay of TAL effector activity {#s2.3}
----------------------------------

### Construction of GUS reporter plasmids {#s2.3.1}

For GUS reporter constructs, a 343 bp fragment of the *Bs3* promoter \[[@B21]\] was PCR amplified and ligated into the Gateway vector pCR8/GW/TOPO TA (Life Technologies), and site-directed mutagenesis was used to introduce an *Asc*I site upstream of the naturally occurring binding site for TAL effector AvrBs3. This modified promoter was recombined into the Gateway GUS reporter vector pGWB3 \[[@B33]\] upstream of the GUS gene using LR Clonase II (Life Technologies). Single-stranded DNA oligonucleotides containing the naturally occurring effector binding element (EBE) for PthXo1 (EBE_PthXo1) \[[@B2]\] or the TAL868 EBE (EBE_868) with A, G, C, or T at the 0^th^ position and with *Asc*I-compatible ends ([Table S3](#pone.0082120.s009){ref-type="supplementary-material"}) were annealed and ligated into the *Asc*I site.

### Quantification of GUS activity {#s2.3.2}

To measure TAL effector activity, TAL effector and reporter constructs were transformed into *A. tumefaciens* GV3101. Cells were grown overnight and diluted to OD~600~ = 0.8 in infiltration buffer (10 mM MgCl~2~, 5 mM MES pH 5.3, 200 µM acetosyringone). Cells carrying TAL effector constructs and cells carrying GUS reporter constructs were mixed 1:1 and infiltrated into the leaves of 6-8 week old *Nicotiana benthamiana* plants using a needleless syringe, and infiltrated areas were marked. After 48 hours GUS measurements were carried out based on a previously described protocol \[[@B34]\]. GUS activity was recorded as specific activity, calculated in relation to total protein, which was measured by Bradford assay (Bio-Rad).

### Experimental design and initial screening of PthXo1 W232 substitution variants {#s2.3.3}

During a single GUS experiment, TAL effector and reporter constructs were co-infiltrated into leaves on each of five different *N. benthamiana* plants for a total of five different measurements (leaf disks) per TAL effector-target combination per experiment. Each experiment included one to three TAL effector constructs co-delivered individually with each of the four corresponding target reporter constructs (differing at the position 0 base). In addition, all experiments included the target reporter construct with T at base 0 infiltrated alone as a negative control, and that reporter co-delivered with the corresponding wild-type (W232) TAL effector construct as a positive control.

For initial screening, each of the 19 PthXo1 W232 substitution constructs was tested against all four EBE_PthXo1 targets in at least one experiment. Within each experiment, GUS activity for each treatment (a TAL effector co-delivered with a target) was reported as the average of three leaf discs (high and low measurements were thrown out). To facilitate comparisons across experiments, which were conducted on different days and using different plants, data within each experiment were normalized to the positive control.

Following the initial screening of PthXo1 mutants, the activity of five W232 substitution variants (selected based on the initial screening results) against EBE_PthXo1 with A, C, G, or T in position 0 was reassessed. Each variant was tested in at least three experiments, with different experiments carried out on different days. GUS assays were repeated in the same way for the five W232 substitution variants of TAL868. The additional PthXo1 experiments and the TAL868 experiments were carried out as described above; however, GUS activity measurements for all five leaf discs were retained and a mixed linear model analysis was carried out to discern significant effects (see below).

### Mixed linear modeling of GUS activity {#s2.3.4}

Because GUS assay results varied across replicates on different plants and across experiments, a mixed linear model was fit to the GUS activity data using the R package *lme4*. This model included fixed effects for treatment (each co-delivered TAL effector-target combination was considered to be one treatment) and random effects for experiment (day) and plant. GUS activity reported for individual leaf disks was treated as the response variable. All five leaf disk measurements for each treatment as well as the positive and negative controls from the corresponding experiments were included in the model (see [Data File S1](#pone.0082120.s001){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). Similar to a linear regression, fitting the mixed linear model allowed computation of a single estimate of the expected value of the effects of each treatment on GUS activity, independent of the effects of differing plants or experimental days. To identify significant differences between the effects of treatments on GUS activity, differences between the estimated treatment effects and *p*-values for those differences were computed using a general linear hypothesis (function *glht* from the R package *multcomp*) to test the null hypothesis that the effect of Treatment 1 on GUS activity is equal to the effect of Treatment 2 (see below and [Script S1](#pone.0082120.s006){ref-type="supplementary-material"}).

First, the difference in GUS activity between the negative control and each W232 substitution was estimated using contrast statements and the *glht* method to test the null hypothesis that activity of the appropriate negative control (either EBE_PthXo1-T or EBE_868-T with no TAL effector) was equal to the activity of a treatment. The test was performed for each treatment (a TAL effector W232 substitution variant co-delivered with a single target reporter construct) individually. The estimated differences between each treatment and the negative control and standard errors for those differences were then normalized to the estimated difference in effect size between the corresponding positive (EBE_PthXo1-T + PthXo1 W232 or EBE_868-T + TAL868 W232) and negative control for plotting.

To compare activity of the W232 substitutions on different targets with the activity of the (unsubstituted) type TAL effector on the target with T at position 0, the same mixed linear model and method was used to test for differences between the effect of each W232 TAL effector variant on each target (A, C, G, or T at base 0) individually and the corresponding wild-type TAL effector on the target with T at position 0 (i.e., four tests per W232 substitution variant). For each individual treatment, the null hypothesis tested stated that effect of the treatment on GUS activity was equal to the effect on activity of the corresponding wild-type TAL effector co-delivered with the target with T in the 0th position.

Finally, the W232 substitutions were tested for altered or relaxed specificity for the 0^th^ position T. For each W232 substitution variant, the null hypothesis was that the effect on GUS activity of the substitution variant co-delivered with the target with A, C, or G in the 0^th^ position was equal to the effect of the same W232 substitution on the target with T in the 0^th^ position (targets with A, C, and G at position 0 were tested individually, for a total of 3 tests per substitution variant). Estimated differences in effect sizes and *p*-values for all tests are reported in the Information.

TALEN assays {#s2.4}
------------

We used a previously described yeast-based single-strand annealing assay of TALEN activity \[[@B32],[@B35]\] to test the effects of substitutions for W232 on PthXo1 and TAL868-based TALENs. Briefly, *a* mating-type cells containing TALEN expressing plasmid were mated to α mating-type cells containing target plasmids. Cleavage of the target plasmid results in reconstitution of a functional *lacZ* gene, providing a quantitative measurement of TALEN activity. All data were normalized to the wild-type (W232) TALEN on the target with 5' T. Data represent the averages of at least five replicates. Experiments were repeated twice. TALEN constructs were made by assembling repeats for a PthXo1 equivalent ([Figure 3A](#pone-0082120-g003){ref-type="fig"}) or for TAL868 ([Figure 2C](#pone-0082120-g002){ref-type="fig"}) into pZHY500 \[[@B36]\] and each of five W232 substitution derivatives of that vector. The constructs were assembled by the Golden Gate method \[[@B6]\], using RVDs HD, NG, NI, and NN to exactly match the corresponding targets. The PthXo1 equivalent therefore varies slightly from the wild-type PthXo1, which contains some less common RVDs and some RVDs mismatched to the target. The pZHY500 derivatives were made by amplifying a fragment of the TAL effector backbone construct in that vector spanning the W232 codon, using forward primer 5'-GGACGCAAGTGGTTGGTCTAGAATGGTGG-3' and each of five mutagenic reverse primers (5'-CCTCCAGGGCGCGTGCGCCGGANNNCTGTTTGCCGACGCC-3', where Ns represent the codon corresponding to W232, detailed in [Table S4](#pone.0082120.s010){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). PCR products were digested with *Xba*I and *Stu*I and swapped in between those sites in pZHY500 (or pZHY501, which differs only by the yeast marker used) \[[@B36]\]. Target plasmids were constructed as previously described \[[@B6]\], using homodimeric target sites consisting of EBE_PthXo1 ([Figure 3A](#pone-0082120-g003){ref-type="fig"}) or EBE_868 ([Figure 2C](#pone-0082120-g002){ref-type="fig"}) with A, C, G, or T at position 0.

![Activity of TALENs with selected single amino acid substitutions for W232 on targets with A, C, G, or T at the 0^th^ position.\
A. RVD sequence of the golden gate-assembled PthXo1 equivalent and nucleotide sequence of the PthXo1 EBE. X marks the 0^th^ position. B. Activity of TALENs with the PthXo1 equivalent RVD sequence, in a yeast single strand annealing assay \[[@B14]\]. EBE_PthXo1-A, EBE_PthXo1-C, EBE_PthXo1-G, and EBE_PthXo1-T indicate activity on targets with paired PthXo1 EBEs each with A, C, G, or T at the 0^th^ position, respectively. Data are normalized to PthXo1 on EBE_PthXo1-T. Values are the mean of seven or more replicates. Error bars represent s.d. See [Table S8](#pone.0082120.s014){ref-type="supplementary-material"} for *p*-values.](pone.0082120.g003){#pone-0082120-g003}

TAL effector DNA binding affinity assays {#s2.5}
----------------------------------------

### Expression and purification of recombinant TAL effector proteins {#s2.5.1}

A bacterial expression vector pGEX6P2-TALE was created by ligating a Golden Gate compatible TAL effector backbone construct truncated 5' at codon 152 and 3' at codon 63 following the repeat region into pGEX6P2 (GE Healthcare). Variants with substitutions at W232 were created by site-directed mutagenesis (Quickchange II, Agilent) using the same method and primers described above for the TALEN yeast assays ([Table S4](#pone.0082120.s010){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). Repeats for PthXo1 and TAL868 were assembled into pGEX6P2-TALE and each of the substitution derivatives using the Golden Gate method as previously described \[[@B32]\]. These expression constructs were then transformed into Rosetta (DE3) pLysS cells (EMD Millipore) and selected on media containing carbenicillin (50 µg/ml) and chloramphenicol (30 µg/ml). 200 mL cultures were grown to log phase at 37°C before induction for 3 hours with 1 mM IPTG. The cells were pelleted by centrifugation and lysed in GST lysis buffer (25 mM HEPES pH 7.4, 150 mM NaCl, 5 mM MgCl~2~, 130 µM CaCl~2~, 0.5% Triton X-100, 10% glycerol, 1 mM PMSF, 1 µg/mL Leupeptin, 100 nM Aprotinin, 1 µg/mL Pepstatin A). The lysates were treated with RNase A (20 µg/mL) and DNase I (10 U/mL), clarified by centrifugation (21,000 x g, 10 minutes), and then loaded onto a column containing equilibrated Glutathione Sepharose (GE Healthcare). The columns were washed with GST lysis buffer and subsequently by cleavage buffer (50 mM Tris-HCl pH 8.0, 1 mM EDTA, 1 mM DTT, 10% glycerol). Elution of untagged purified TAL effector protein was performed by overnight incubation at 4°C with PreScission protease (GE Healthcare). Eluted TAL effector proteins, separated by electrophoresis and stained with Coomassie blue, were stable and uniformly \>95% pure ([Figure S1](#pone.0082120.s002){ref-type="supplementary-material"}), so subsequent quantification was performed by Bradford assay (Bio-Rad).

### Electrophoretic mobility shift assay (EMSA) {#s2.5.2}

Double stranded DNA substrates were prepared by annealing fluorescently tagged complementary oligonucleotides. Sequences for substrates used were 5′- tggacacgacttgagcNACGTTAATGGAAGCTcgtagtgctgtgctga-3' with N=A for EBE_868-A, N=C for EBE-868-C, N=G for EBE_868-G, and N=T for EBE_868-T, or 5′- tggacacgacttgagcTCGACGCTCAGGCAACcgtagtgctgtgctga-3' for the scrambled target. Purified proteins were diluted into binding buffer (10 mM HEPES pH 7.6, 10% glycerol, 100 mM KCl, 10 mM MgCl~2~, 100 µM EDTA, 500 µ M DTT, 15 ng/µL salmon sperm DNA, 30 ng/µL BSA) at varying concentrations (500, 250, 125, 62.5, 31.25, 15.625, 7.1825, and 0 nM), with a fixed concentration of the labeled DNA substrate (20 nM). The reactions were incubated for 30 minutes at room temperature and then separated by electrophoresis on a 7% TBE-acrylamide gel. Detection of the labeled substrate was then performed on a fluorescence scanner (Storm 860, Molecular Dynamics).

Structural predictions {#s2.6}
----------------------

DNA binding specificity calculations were performed for wild type and all 19 canonical amino acid variants using the molecular modeling package Rosetta \[[@B37]\]. The structure of PthXo1 bound to its natural target site (PDB ID: 3UGM) was used as a modeling template. Two levels of conformational sampling were explored, either keeping the protein backbone completely fixed or allowing limited flexibility in the neighborhood of W232. Each variant was simulated in complex with 16 different DNA target sites that sampled all possible DNA sequences at positions 0 (the canonical T position) and -1 (also contacted by W232 in the crystal structure). At the end of each simulation, a binding energy for the final structure was computed by taking the difference between the energy of the complex and the energies of the unbound partners, allowing limited conformational relaxation in the unbound state prior to computing the unbound energies.

Results {#s3}
=======

Single amino acid substitutions for W232 alter target specificity and activity of a TAL effector with the repeat region of PthXo1 {#s3.1}
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

To test whether W232 accounts for TAL effector specificity for T at the 0^th^ position of the binding site, we generated a full length TAL effector construct encoding the repeat region of *X. oryzae* TAL effector PthXo1 ([Figure 2B](#pone-0082120-g002){ref-type="fig"}) (see Materials and Methods; for simplicity hereafter referred to PthXo1) with the wild-type W232 as well as variants with all 19 possible single amino acid substitutions at this position. We then tested the ability of the PthXo1 W232 substitution variants, in an *Agrobacterium*-mediated transient expression assay in *N. benthamiana* leaves, to activate transcription of a GUS reporter gene cloned downstream of a minimal promoter (see Materials and Methods) containing the PthXo1 effector binding element (EBE) with the 0^th^ position thymine (EBE_PthXo1-T), or variants with adenine, cytosine, or guanine as base 0 (EBE_PthXo1-A, EBE_PthXo1-C, and EBE_PthXo1-G). In this and all other PthXo1 experiments presented in this article, the EBE used is the one found in the natural target of PthXo1, the rice *Os8N3* gene \[[@B38],[@B39]\], which harbors 4 mismatches to the native PthXo1 RVD sequence ([Figure 2B](#pone-0082120-g002){ref-type="fig"}).

In an initial screen, all 19 substitutions for W232 appeared to alter specificity for the 0^th^ position T, showing highest activity on a target with A, C, or G at that position instead of T, or showing nearly equal activity on all targets ([Figure S2](#pone.0082120.s003){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). Many of the substitutions reduced activity to less than half that of PthXo1 W232 on the target EBE_PthXo1-T. However, the arginine (W232R), asparagine (W232N), glutamine (W232Q), proline (W232P), and threonine (W232T) substitutions appeared to alter or relax specificity for T at the 0^th^ position while maintaining relatively high levels of activity. We selected these substitutions to characterize further.

The effects of W232 substitutions on TAL effector activity and specificity at the 0^th^ position depend on the CRR {#s3.2}
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

To confirm the results of the initial screen and to next determine whether the effects of W232 substitutions on specificity and activity depend on the composition of the TAL effector CRR, we repeated the activation assays with the five selected PthXo1 substitution variants and made and tested equivalent constructs for a second TAL effector, TAL868, using variants of its (perfect match) EBE each with a different base at position 0 (EBE_868-A, EBE_868-C, EBE_868-G, and EBE_868-T) ([Figure 2](#pone-0082120-g002){ref-type="fig"}). The TAL868 CRR differs in both RVD sequence and repeat number from that of PthXo1. Assays were carried out with replicates within an experiment done on different plants and with independent experiments done on different days.

Relative activity of the various TAL effector constructs on each of the corresponding promoters varied both within experiments (across plants used) and across experiments. To discern significant differences among the tested combinations, we constructed a mixed linear model for analysis (see Materials and Methods). The model used measured GUS activity as the response variable, and included fixed effects for treatment (a TAL effector and promoter combination) and random effects for plant and experiment. Similar to a linear regression, fitting this model allowed estimation of the effects of individual treatments (a co-delivered TAL effector-reporter combination was considered to be a treatment) on GUS activity independent of the effects of plant or experiment day. The model also allowed us to estimate differences in effects on GUS activity between treatments and to test for significant differences between treatments with a general linear hypothesis test (Materials and Methods).

Using this model, we estimated the effect on GUS activity of each W232 substitution co-delivered with each of the four targets, relative to the corresponding negative control, by estimating the difference between the effect sizes of the two treatments ([Table S5](#pone.0082120.s011){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). We then tested for differences between the estimated effects on GUS activity of each W232 substitution variant on each of the four targets and the wild-type TAL effector on the T target to examine activity in relation to "normal" (individual general linear hypothesis tests were carried out for the W232 substitution variant on each target; [Table S6](#pone.0082120.s012){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). Finally, we identified changes in 0^th^ position specificity by comparing activity of each TAL effector on the A, C, or G target to its activity on the T target ([Table S7](#pone.0082120.s013){ref-type="supplementary-material"}), and examining differences in the patterns of activity compared to that of the unsubstituted TAL effector.

Both TAL effectors showed highest mean activity on their target with T at the 0^th^ position, though using a *p*-value cutoff of 0.05, this was significant only for TAL868 ([Table S7](#pone.0082120.s013){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). In general, W232 substitutions showed relaxed or altered specificity for base 0. However, changes to base 0 preference, or to activity, caused by a substitution differed between the two TAL effectors ([Figure 2](#pone-0082120-g002){ref-type="fig"} and [Tables S5-S7](#pone.0082120.s011){ref-type="supplementary-material"}).

For example (at *p*\<0.05 unless otherwise noted), in the context of PthXo1 W232Q shifted specificity for base 0 to G ([Table S7](#pone.0082120.s013){ref-type="supplementary-material"}) and showed activity on that target nearly 2.5 times higher than activity of wild-type PthXo1 on EBE_PthXo1-T; [Figure 2B](#pone-0082120-g002){ref-type="fig"} and [Table S6](#pone.0082120.s012){ref-type="supplementary-material"}), while in the context of TAL868 it relaxed specificity entirely (activity on targets with 0^th^ position A, C, or G was not significantly different from activity on the target with T at position 0; [Table S7](#pone.0082120.s013){ref-type="supplementary-material"}) but reduced overall activity relative to TAL868 on EBE_868-T (the reduction was significant for the A and C targets; [Table S6](#pone.0082120.s012){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). W232R in PthXo1 showed a significant preference for the A target (p\<0.05), with an apparent mean activity level nearly twice that of normal (*p*=0.582). In TAL868, however, this substitution relaxed specificity while maintaining near normal activity across all targets. Finally, W232N and W232T relaxed specificity in both TAL effectors ([Table S7](#pone.0082120.s013){ref-type="supplementary-material"}) and reduced activity, but the degree of reduction differed between the two TAL effector contexts ([Figure 2](#pone-0082120-g002){ref-type="fig"} and [Table S6](#pone.0082120.s012){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). Since PthXo1 and TAL868 differ only in their repeats, altogether, the results indicate an effect of the TAL effector CRR (or the target EBE sequence, or both) on the behavior of variants with substitutions at W232 with regard to specificity and activity.

Effects of W232 substitution on activity and specificity are different in TALENs compared to TAL effectors {#s3.3}
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Because TALENs have rapidly become the most widely used application of custom TAL effectors, we next asked whether the observations we made regarding W232 substitutions in TAL effectors in the activation assay hold for TALENs in a yeast-based single-strand annealing assay of DNA cleavage activity \[[@B14]\]. In this assay the two monomers that make up a TALEN bind a pair of EBEs on opposing strands and separated by a short spacer, all between two partially duplicated terminal fragments of *lacZ*. This brings the nuclease domains together to cleave the spacer, stimulating recombinational restoration of *lacZ* by single strand annealing for a quantifiable readout (β-galactosidase activity) that serves as a proxy for TALEN DNA cleavage activity. We generated homomeric PthXo1- or TAL868-based TALEN pairs, and variants with each of the five substitutions tested above, and assayed their activity on targets with corresponding paired identical EBEs with A, C, G, or T at the 0^th^ position ([Figure 3](#pone-0082120-g003){ref-type="fig"} and [Table S8](#pone.0082120.s014){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). The TALENs were assembled by our previously reported golden gate method using RVDs HD, NG, NI, and NN to match the corresponding EBE \[[@B6]\]. The CRR of the PthXo1 TALEN ([Figure 3A](#pone-0082120-g003){ref-type="fig"}) therefore differs slightly from the naturally occurring one used in the TAL effector assay described above, which in addition to the mismatches, contains some less common RVDs. The TAL effector domains in both TALENs (see Materials and Methods) correspond to the "Miller et al." architecture \[[@B7]\], which, though truncated at both ends, contains the 0 and -1 repeats, as well as two additional cryptic repeats, -2 and -3, that complete the structurally well-ordered portion of the N-terminus that is involved in DNA binding \[[@B40]\]

As expected, highest mean activity for both TALENs with W232 was on the targets with a T at the 0^th^ positions, though this preference was not statistically significant for TAL868 ([Table S8](#pone.0082120.s014){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). All of the W232 substitution variants for the PthXo1 TALEN also showed a preference for EBE_PthXo1-T, which was significant (*p*\<0.05), but all but W232T were less active ([Figure 3A](#pone-0082120-g003){ref-type="fig"}). In the TAL868 context, the data were more variable, but each W232 substitution altered the pattern of activity on the different targets ([Figure 3B](#pone-0082120-g003){ref-type="fig"}). W232P in TAL868 showed no significant 0^th^ base preference and W232R a slight preference for A (*p*\<0.05), but neither showed activity (on any target) greater than 60% of the activity of the W232 TALEN on EBE_868-T. W232N, W232Q, and W232T in TAL868 showed a different pattern, with highest mean activity of each being on the target preceded by C and lowest on A. The disfavor for A was significant for each variant but the preference for C was significant only for TAL868 W232T (p\<0.05). The highest activity of each (on the target with C at position 0) was not significantly different from that of the unsubstituted TALEN on EBE_868-T. Overall then, the tested W232 substitutions in TALENs had either a negative or no affect on activity, and their effects on specificity were different from those observed in the activation assay. However, as in the activation assay, effects on both activity and specificity were influenced by the CRR.

Substitutions for W232 in TAL868 reduce base 0 specificity and overall affinity in a DNA binding assay {#s3.4}
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Using an electrophoretic mobility shift assay (EMSA), we next tested whether the effects of W232 substitutions on TAL effector or TALEN activity and binding site specificity are directly related to changes in TAL effector-DNA binding affinity. We assembled the PthXo1 and TAL 868 CRRs into a tagged backbone construct for expression and purification that spans the portion of the TAL effector used in the TALEN constructs (see Materials and Methods). We were unable to obtain sufficient soluble PthXo1 protein for the EMSA, however TAL868 expressed well and was stable ([Figure S1](#pone.0082120.s002){ref-type="supplementary-material"}), so we made an additional TAL868 expression construct for each of the five substitution variants we had characterized in the TAL effector and TALEN activity assays. Each of these variant TAL868 proteins expressed similarly to the unsubstituted protein ([Figure S1](#pone.0082120.s002){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). The purified proteins were mixed individually with double stranded oligonucleotides comprising EBE_868-A, EBE_868-C, EBE_868-G, or EBE_868-T, over a range of protein concentrations, and the concentration at which the mobility of the DNA shifted was assessed as a measure of relative affinities ([Figure 4](#pone-0082120-g004){ref-type="fig"}). As expected, the TAL868 protein with the native W232 showed strongest relative affinity for EBE_868-T. Each W232 substitution variant showed a similar preference for T, but affinity of each for EBE_868-T was reduced relative to the W232 protein, and the preference for T was less pronounced. These changes in binding affinity and specificity do not match the changes in activity and specificity observed in the TAL effector and TALEN activity assays. Because we could not purify sufficient PthXo1, whether the effects of the substitutions on DNA binding are influenced by the composition of the CRR (or target) remains to be tested.

![Relative binding affinities of TAL868 and selected W232 substitution variants for the TAL868 target DNA with T, A, C, or G at the 0^th^ position.\
A. Electrophoretic mobility shift assay of labeled TAL868 target DNA with T, A, C, or G in the 0^th^ position, or a scrambled target, (as labeled at top) following incubation with increasing amounts (left to right) of TAL868 (W232) or selected W232 substitution variants, as labeled. Bands across the bottom represent unbound DNA. The next bands up represent DNA bound by the TAL effector. The uppermost bands represent higher order complexes. DNA bound at lower protein concentrations indicates higher affinity. Each interaction was assayed at least twice. Representative gel images are shown. B. Results from all experiments, reported as the fraction of DNA bound by the protein, estimated by band densitometric analysis. Error bars represent standard deviation.](pone.0082120.g004){#pone-0082120-g004}

W232-equivalent substitutions in a chimeric RTL-TAL effector reveal an influence of N terminal sequence context on specificity for base 0 {#s3.5}
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Because our results in both the TAL effector and TALEN activity assays showed that base 0 specificity and activity of W232 substitution variants depend on the downstream CRR, we wanted to know whether N-terminal sequence differences surrounding W232 also could have an effect. To address this question, we chose to examine base 0 specificity of an RTL-TAL effector chimera created by replacing the N terminus of PthXo1 up to its (native, not Golden Gate-assembled) CRR with a corresponding fragment of RTL RSc1815 (GenBank ID CAD15517.1) \[[@B28]\] ([Figure 5](#pone-0082120-g005){ref-type="fig"} and [Table S9](#pone.0082120.s015){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). Amino acid sequence alignment of three complete RTL sequences with PthXo1 ([Figure S3](#pone.0082120.s004){ref-type="supplementary-material"}) and predictions of secondary structures ([Figure S4](#pone.0082120.s005){ref-type="supplementary-material"}) indicated high similarity throughout the N terminal region. The residues immediately on either side of W232 in PthXo1 are conserved in the RTLs, but W232 itself aligns with an arginine (R298 in Rsc1815). The N termini each are predicted to form six helices, with four helices corresponding approximately to the -1^st^ and 0^th^ repeats of PthXo1. W232 in PthXo1 and the equivalent arginine in the RTLs are located on a short loop between the two helices that make up the -1^st^ repeat in each protein. In the GUS assay, the activity of the RTL-PthXo1 chimera was almost an order of magnitude lower than that of PthXo1, but the chimera showed a strong preference for G at the 0^th^ position (*p*\<0.05). This preference agrees with a recent study of full length RTLs \[[@B30]\]. Notably, it contrasts with the result of W232R in PthXo1, which was preference for A. It also differs from the result of W232R in TAL868, which was a relaxation of specificity. We next assayed the effect of substituting tryptophan, asparagine, proline, glutamine, or threonine for R298 in the RTL-PthXo1 chimera. Each substitution, including the tryptophan, reduced activity to background levels. Thus, in addition to CRR composition, the N-terminal context influences the function of the W232 equivalent residue in determining TAL effector specificity for the 0^th^ position base.

![Activity of chimeric TAL effector RTL-PthXo1 with single amino acid substitutions for R298 on targets with A, C, G, or T at the 0^th^ position.\
A. Schematic of the chimeric TAL effector RTL-PthXo1 with the -1^st^ and 0^th^ repeats and the central repeat region (CRR) labeled, and showing the RSc1815 -1st repeat sequence. RTL-PthXo1 was created by replacing the N terminal region immediately upstream of the CRR of our PthXo1 construct with the N terminal region of RTL RSc1815 (shown in red). The arginine (R) in the RTL that aligns to W232 is shown in large bold font. Numbers indicate positions in the RTL sequence. B. Left, activity of RTL-PthXo1 with the native arginine at position 298 (R298) and of variants with selected amino acid substitutions at that position (as labeled), measured in an *Agrobacterium*-mediated transient expression assay in *Nicotiana benthamiana* leaves, using a GUS reporter gene cloned downstream of a minimal promoter (see Materials and Methods) containing the PthXo1 EBE with the 0^th^ position thymine (EBE_PthXo1-T), or variants with adenine, cytosine, or guanine as base 0 (EBE_PthXo1-A, EBE_PthXo1-C, and EBE_PthXo1-G, and respectively). Right, the same plot at a larger scale. Activity is normalized to the activity of PthXo1 on EBE_PthXo1-T, set to 1.0. Values are the mean of five replicates. Error bars represent s.d. See [Table S9](#pone.0082120.s015){ref-type="supplementary-material"} for p-values. Experiments were repeated at least twice with similar results.](pone.0082120.g005){#pone-0082120-g005}

Structural models of W232 substitutions predict W232 and W232R as most energetically favorable {#s3.6}
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

To better understand the context-dependent effects of W232 substitutions on TAL effector activity and specificity, using the solved crystal structure of PthXo1 bound to its target \[[@B4]\], we built structural models for all 20 amino acids at position 232 and calculated binding profiles for each in association with each of 16 DNA targets representing all possible nucleotide combinations at positions 0 and -1 (the base 5' to position 0 that also makes contact to W232 in the PthXo1 structure). Representative models are depicted in [Figure 6](#pone-0082120-g006){ref-type="fig"}. Binding energies for all models are provided in [Table S10](#pone.0082120.s016){ref-type="supplementary-material"}. We explored two levels of conformational flexibility, either keeping the protein backbone completely fixed or allowing limited flexibility in the neighborhood of the mutation (see Materials and Methods). In the fixed-backbone simulations, W232 in complex with a T at position 0 yielded the highest predicted binding affinity overall ([Figure 6A](#pone-0082120-g006){ref-type="fig"}), followed by non-polar substitutions (isoleucine and valine) that maintained packing against the T~0~ methyl group. We did not see a strong dependence of binding energy on position -1, although some substitutions appeared to disfavor T at -1, likely due to steric clashes. We saw a different profile of binding energies in the flexible backbone simulations, with arginine, followed by other polar amino acids (lysine and glutamine), yielding the highest binding affinities, but still generally preferring T at position 0. Examination of the flexible backbone models revealed that contacts to the DNA phosphate backbone predominated, with protein backbone shifts allowing the mutated side chains to form hydrogen bonds to phosphate oxygen atoms ([Figure 6B and D](#pone-0082120-g006){ref-type="fig"}). In addition, several of the flexible backbone models, like the solved PthXo1 structure, show the side chain of the amino acid at position 232 in close proximity to, and possibly interacting with base -1 ([Figure 6](#pone-0082120-g006){ref-type="fig"}). These contacts were also observed in the fixed backbone models, although they were slightly less pronounced. Overall, both sets of models suggest that portions of the TAL effector N terminus near W232 may influence interaction with the 0^th^ position base and that the neighboring base may also affect 0^th^ position specificity. The models are therefore consistent with our experimental observations that TAL effector activity and specificity depend on CRR (and target) composition and N terminal context.

![Structural models for representative W232 substitutions.\
Models were built for all 20 possible amino acids at position 232 with DNA target sites for all 16 nucleotide combinations at positions 0 and -1. Panels A, B, C, and D depict the models for W232, W232R, W232P, and W232Q, respectively. The amino acid at position 232 is labeled using the single letter Code. T~0~ and the nucleotide at position -1 are also labeled. Models shown are of the DNA target with the highest predicted binding affinity for the corresponding W232 substitution, from the flexible backbone simulations. For these substitutions, differences between the fixed and flexible backbone models are slight.](pone.0082120.g006){#pone-0082120-g006}

Discussion {#s4}
==========

We carried out a set of experiments to establish whether the requirement for T in position 0 of TAL effector EBEs indeed depends on W232, as suggested by structural data. In particular, we sought to identify single amino acid substitutions for W232 that would relax or alter position 0 specificity and maintain relatively high levels of activity. Tests of all 19 W232 substitution variants of TAL effector PthXo1 in a GUS reporter assay of TAL effector activity revealed that most substitutions altered specificity yet reduced activity, but some altered specificity while maintaining or increasing activity. When the latter substitutions were tested in a second effector, TAL868, however, the effects were different, revealing that the effects of substitutions on activity and 0^th^ position specificity depend on TAL effector context, specifically the composition of the CRR (or the corresponding RVD-encoded bases of the target). This dependence on CRR composition was also evident in TALENs assayed in a yeast single strand annealing assay, but the TAL effector and TALEN assays themselves conflicted with regard to the changes in specificity and activity that resulted from each substitution, revealing a further effect of structural context or an effect of functional context. Additionally, in EMSAs of DNA binding by TAL868, the substitutions resulted in no detectable change to position 0 base preference, although some reduction of binding affinity to the preferred target (with T at base 0) was observed. So, the changes to activity and specificity observed in the TAL effector and TALEN activity assays were not readily explained in relation to apparent binding affinity. In addition to effects of CRR composition and functional context, we also discovered an influence of N-terminal context on specificity and activity, and on changes due to substitutions at the W232 or equivalent position, by using a chimeric RTL-PthXo1 chimeric construct. The RTL N terminus, which has an arginine (R298) at the position equivalent to W232, changed the base 0 specificity to G, which was different from the specificity for A observed of PthXo1 with the W232R substitution. Further, substitutions at R298, even R298W, abolished activity. Our results provide the first experimental evidence that W232 encodes the requirement for T~0~ in TAL effector binding sites. They also reveal unexpected complexity, with the activity and 0^th^ position specificity of W232 substitution variants depending on TAL effector CRR and target composition, on whether TAL effector activity, TALEN activity, or DNA binding is assayed, and on the N-terminal sequence context of the substitutions.

Dependence of the effects of W232 substitutions on the CRR may relate to differences throughout the CRR (or target), or to differences near the cryptic -1^st^ and 0^th^ repeats. Recent evidence has shown that different RVDs have different relative contributions to apparent affinity \[[@B41],[@B42]\]. It is possible that different content and distributions of strong- and weak-binding RVDs throughout the CRR could differentially affect the importance of strong interactions between the N terminus (including W232) and position 0 of the EBE and thus allow more flexibility in the N terminal region in some instances that could result in different effects of the same substitution at W232. One model of TAL effector DNA binding proposes that the N terminal region with the cryptic repeats nucleates interaction with the DNA and that consecutive RVD-nucleotide matches are responsible for target acquisition \[[@B43]\] In this scenario, differences particularly at the N terminal end of the CRR could differentially affect the relative importance of interactions of the N-terminus with the DNA. Or, the effect could be directly on the cryptic repeat conformations through interactions at the interface with the different proximal CRR repeats, which might have slightly different conformations depending on their RVDs. Differences in RVD and target site composition, whether throughout the CRR or primarily at its N-terminal end, could also cause differential effects on TAL effector backbone conformation that through intramolecular forces subtly reshape the interaction of the N terminus with position 0. As noted, in our TAL effector activity assay we used the native PthXo1 CRR and its natural EBE, and the alignment of these contains several mismatches. In contrast, TAL868 is an artificial TAL effector and it was assayed on its perfect-match EBE. Therefore the differential effects discussed here may have been amplified by the differences in matching. A recent study found that the activity of TAL effector AvrBs3 on a naturally occurring EBE that has several mismatches was more sensitive to nucleotide substitutions for the 0^th^ position T than an artificially assembled TAL effector engineered to exactly match that EBE \[[@B42]\]. Furthermore, the fact that TAL868 (16 RVDs) is shorter than PthXo1 (24 RVDs) might have contributed to the differential effects. One might expect a shorter TAL effector to be less tolerant of mismatches generally, including at base 0. The results for the unsubstituted TAL868 vs. PthXo1 in the TAL effector assay are consistent with this. However, the correlation breaks down when all of the W232 substitution variants are considered ([Figure 2](#pone-0082120-g002){ref-type="fig"}). And in the TALEN assay ([Figure 3](#pone-0082120-g003){ref-type="fig"}), the unsubstituted TAL868 appears to be more tolerant to base 0 mismatches than PthXo1.

Regarding differences observed among the different types of assays we carried out, TAL effector activity, TALEN activity, and protein-DNA binding, several factors might provide explanation. First, despite careful standardization of conditions and leaf age, we found the TAL effector activity assay to be highly variable, both within experiments (across replicates) and across experiments performed on different days. Although we accounted for this inherent variability by using a mixed linear model to separate treatment effects on activity from effects of other variables, and determine significance, the variability may have introduced artifacts. Another factor that may explain the differing results is the differing construct architectures used in the different assays. While all proteins contained all four cryptic repeats that constitute the well ordered portion of the N terminus involved in DNA binding \[[@B40]\], the TAL effector assay used a full-length TAL effector, and the TALEN assays and EMSAs used a TAL effector partially truncated at the N and C termini. Additionally, the TALEN constructs contained a C-terminal *Fok*I catalytic domain fusion and an added N-terminal nuclear localization signal sequence. W232 substitutions may differentially affect the rates at which these slightly different proteins bind to and release their DNA targets, affecting activity (or affinity) differently. Or, the substitutions may cause different shifts in structure in the different architectures, differentially affecting specificity for base 0. Conversely, similar changes in structure could have differential effects on the different assay readouts. For example, a specific substitution might alter the interaction of the TAL effector with the host transcriptional machinery, but have no effect on DNA binding, or in the TALEN context, on DNA cleavage. A third factor that might explain the conflicting results across assays might be differences in EBE context, especially the base at position -1 (directly 5' to position 0). This base contacts W232 in the bound PthXo1 structure, and could conceivably affect the behavior of substitutions there \[[@B4]\]. Based on the lack of conservation at base -1 of natural EBEs and extensive reported success in targeting without regard for base -1 identity, we neither anticipated nor controlled for the possibility of an effect of base -1 on the behavior of W232 substitutions, and there were indeed differences across our assays. In the TAL effector activity assays, base -1 was a G. In the TALEN assay, one of the paired EBEs was preceded by C at position -1, while the other was preceded by a G. In the EMSA, the -1 base was a C.

The effects of N-terminal context we observed by examining the RTL-PthXo1 chimera support a number of the models we have discussed above to explain differential effects of W232 substitutions in different contexts. Because the preference of the chimera for G at the 0^th^ position differed from the preference for A of PthXo1 with the W232R substitution (matching R298 of the RTL), and the overall effects of substitutions in these two proteins differed, even though residues to either side of W232 and R298 are conserved, global structural deviations in the cryptic repeats that presumably exist due to sequence differences scattered throughout the N terminal region appear to influence the role of the W232/R298 position in base 0 specificity. Further support for this conclusion is provided by the crystal structure of bound PthXo1 in which the 0^th^ and -1^st^ repeats pack tightly together, with the interhelical loop of the 0^th^ repeat also entering the major groove near T~0~ \[[@B4]\]. This juxtaposition suggests that the 0^th^ repeat, possibly influenced in turn by other portions of the N-terminus, may be involved in positioning repeat -1 or stabilizing its interaction with base 0. The inference that differences in overall N terminal conformation between the RTL and PthXo1 result in the different specificities for base 0, and in the different results of substitutions observed, is consistent with shifts in cryptic repeat conformation caused by differences in CRRs or overall architecture (discussed above) resulting in differential effects as well. Also, the fact that RTL-PthXo1 had nearly 10 fold lower activity than PthXo1 could reflect incompatibility between the respective portions of these two proteins, again hinting at intramolecular dependencies. These could be direct, such as physical interactions at the interface of the CRR and the cryptic repeats, or indirect, such as effects on conformation of one portion that are linked though the backbone to forces exerted by the other.

In all, our results indicate that engineering TAL effectors to have robust, altered specificities will require changes in addition to or instead of substitutions for W232, likely at other positions in the cryptic -1st and in the 0th repeat, in other portions of TAL effector N terminus, and possibly at the interface of the cryptic repeats with the repeats of the CRR. The consistency of the native W232 preference for T at base 0, across TAL effectors and irrespective of whether TAL effector activity, TALEN activity, or TAL effector DNA binding is measured, compared to the inconsistent effects of substitutions at W232, suggests that the native tryptophan results in the most stable N terminal conformation. Indeed, the sensitivity of the specificity and activity of the substitution variants to context might be explained by their rendering the cryptic repeat region structurally less stable and subject to subtle, context-dependent shifts. The fact that substitutions for R298 in the RTL N-terminus completely abolished activity of the chimeric RTL-PthXo1 protein is consistent with this idea, suggesting that in that context, the substitutions might be even more destabilizing to the N-terminus (importantly, each of the substituted TAL868 substitution variants used in the EMSA, like the unsubstituted protein, expressed well and stably, indicating that the substitutions likely do not affect overall protein integrity). The results of our structural modeling are also consistent, showing that tryptophan at position 232, or arginine in the flexible backbone simulation, in combination with T~0~ yields the most favorable predicted binding energy. The modeling results may in fact indicate the reason these residues are strictly conserved across TAL effectors and RTLs, respectively: i.e., that they confer the most stable structures and best possible affinities for the targets. More solved TAL effector crystal structures, including structures of some of the substitution variants studied here, and RTL structures, will shed light on the apparently complex picture of the role of W232 and the cryptic repeats in the preference for T~0~ and in overall DNA binding. Such insight will help to guide future efforts to engineer TAL effectors with broadened DNA targeting capacity.

While this manuscript was under review, Lamb and colleagues \[[@B44]\] published a related study that corroborates our findings. They reported that directed evolution of TAL effector N-terminal domains with altered specificities for the 0^th^ position nucleotide and robust activity involved mutations of W232 and the surrounding amino acids (K230-G234), supporting our conclusion of an apparently complex requirement for the contextual residues of W232. In accordance with our work and the finding for RTLs \[[@B30]\], they found that arginine at position 232 confers specificity for G at the 0^th^ position, but again, robust activity depended on additional substitutions for surrounding residues. Lamb and colleagues also recovered variants with robust activity on targets with any base at the 0^th^ position (relaxed specificity) but none specific for targets preceded by A or by C. This agrees with our notion that designing such specificities may require wholesale re-engineering of both the -1^st^ and 0^th^ cryptic repeats. The authors did not directly assess the effect of different RVD sequences. They did use different assays, but they did not observe as dramatic an effect of assay used as we did. They obtained relatively consistent (but not perfectly correlated) results across a TAL effector-VP64 transactivation assay, a TAL effector recombinase activity assay, and a TALEN assay, each in cultured human embryonic kidney cells, and an *in vitro* DNA binding assay using a TAL effector-maltose binding protein fusion. The reason for this difference from our results may be inherent to the assays and cell types, or to differences in the TAL effector RVD sequences or scaffolds used.
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**Purified TAL868 (W232) and amino acid substitution variants separated by SDS-PAGE and visualized by Coomassie blue staining.**
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**Activity of PthXo1 variants with all 19 possible single amino acid substitutions for W232.** Activity was measured in an *Agrobacterium*-mediated transient expression assay in *Nicotiana benthamiana* leaves, using a GUS reporter gene cloned downstream of a minimal promoter (see Materials and Methods) containing the PthXo1 effector binding element (EBE) with the 0^th^ position thymine (EBE_PthXo1-T), or variants with adenine, cytosine, or guanine as base 0 (EBE_PthXo1-A, EBE_PthXo1-C, and EBE_PthXo1-G, and respectively). Horizontal lines at the bottom group treatments that were tested on the same day in the same experiment. To facilitate comparison across multiple experiments, activity was normalized to the activity of PthXo1 with EBE_PthXo1-T, which was included in each experiment (but shown only for the first experiment) and set to 1.0. None, no TAL effector. Values are the mean of three replicates. Error bars represent s.d.
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**Alignment of N terminal sequences of *Ralstonia* TAL-like effectors (RTLs) and PthXo1.** RTL sequences are those in GenBank with complete N-terminal and central repeat region sequences, RSc1815 (GenBank ID CAD15517.1) from *R. solanacearum* strain GMI1000, Hpx17 (GenBank ID AB178011.1) from strain RS1085, and RscCAQ18687 (GenBank ID CAQ18687.1) from strain MolK2. PthXo1 (GenBank ID ACD58243.1) is from *Xanthomonas oryzae* strain PXO99^A^. Residues corresponding approximately to the -1^st^ repeat are highlighted in light grey. Residues corresponding approximately to the 0^th^ repeat are highlighted in darker grey. W232 and aligned arginine residues are shown in large bold type. Sequences were aligned using ClustalW \[[@B45]\].
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**Secondary structure predictions for PthXo1 and Rsc1815 N-terminal regions.** Left, PthXo1 (GenBank accession ACD58243.1) from *Xanthomonas oryzae* strain PXO99^A^. Right, RSc1815 (GenBank accession CAD15517.1) from *Ralstonia solanacearum* strain GMI1000. Secondary structures were predicted using Psipred \[[@B46]\].
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**Example R code for [Figure 2](#pone-0082120-g002){ref-type="fig"} and for Tables S5-S7.**
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**Oligonucleotides used for pAH236 W232 substitutions.**
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**Oligonucleotides used for RTL-PthXo1 R298 substitutions.**
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**Statistical significance of values shown in [Figure 3](#pone-0082120-g003){ref-type="fig"}, "Activity of TALENs with selected single amino acid substitutions for W232 on targets with A, C, G, or T at the 0^th^ position.".**
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**Binding energies for structural models generated using the Rosetta molecular modeling software package.**
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